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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY
OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
All teachers have had at least one studentwho surprised them with the way
the student solved a particular problem or demonstrated that he or she
understood something. I t may have been a chid who solved a math
problem correctly but differently from the way it was taught. It could have
been an adolescent who played Romeo's first scene with the Friar with
surprising insight into Romeo's character. O r perhaps it was a shy seventh
grader who shocked her classmates by becoming the most articulate voice
in leading the group through a web of moral and social dilemmas and
resolving a crisis over a case of cheating in the classroom. Why were these
students surprising?
Perhaps there are two reasons. First, there were things about these
children their teachers did not know, things about the ways their minds
worked. p h e students may not have known these things about themselves,
17
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either.) So their teachers did not anticipate that the students would solve a
problem or express their ideas in a particular way. But a second reason may
he that the teachers themselves may not have ever thoughr about the
problem in that way.
Our sensitivity to the diverse ways in which children think, solve problems, and express themselves is often limited both by our notions of
intelligence (for example, that it is something finite one is born with) and
our own intellectual preferences. Intentionally or not, teachers design their
classrooms (curriculum, instruction, and assessment) to reflect their ideas
about intelligence and how learning happens as well as their own ways of
making sense of the world. Almost all of us can falljnm.believiRgtha&
can only make clear the way we h ~ ~ F ~ 0 5 ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ d ~ ~ r a a n d s o m e t h i n ~ n t h e r s
will understand, too.
Based-C~lorr~and
careful observation, especially of children who do not
seem to understand easily what may seem obvious to others, many teachers
recognize that there are, indeed, many different ways of perceiving the
world and multiple ways of making sense of one's experiences. Certainly, in
any group, each person notices and attends t o different aspects of an
experience. It often seems there are as many ways of knowing as there are
:
people. But a closer look at theories of intelligence can provide a middle
ground between the idea that there is a single way in which minds work and
the notion that every mind is unique. Theories, of course, are only theories;
but in attempting to understand the mind and, particularly, the minds in a
teacher's classroom, a good theory can help educators make sense of the
surprising moves and strategies that students reveal.
Virtually every aspect of classroom life is, in some way, constructed
around what teachers want children to learn, and how they think they are
most likely to learn it. In some classrooms, desks are in rows m d children
sit quietly much of the day. In other rooms, there are stations orworkareas,
each designated for distinct kinds of activity. From the physical design of
the room, to the structure of assignments, to the resources provided, to the
questions posed in class discussions, each choice a teacher makes reflects,
to some degree, an idea about intelligence and learning.
In this chapter, we discuss the theoryof multiple intelligences (MI) posed
by Gardner in his book, Frames ofMind (1983/1993). We describe the ways
teachers have considered the implications of a notion of intelligence that
takes for granted that students bring a broad range of capacities, each in a
f
distinctive balance, to their work as learners. In particular, we discuss how
teachers in various grade levels have applied MI theory to their teaching and
i
. assessment practices. Acknowledging and working with diversity of almost
any kind in the classroom often seems overwhelming initially. In time,
however, this diversity becomes an opening into%hecreation of much more
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vibrant learning environments inwhich all kinds of minds can be encouraged
to do rheir best work. Multiple intelligencestheory can provide support for
creating such environments.
What Is MI Theory and Where Does I t Come From?
For most of this century, psychologists' ideas about intelligence were
derived from statistical analyses of short-answer tests. Using these instruments and analyses, psychologists articulated arguments isolating between
1 and 150 factors of ~ntelligence(Carroll, 1993; Guilford, 1967; Horn &
Cattell, 1966; Spearman, 1904; Vernon, 1950). However, "g" or general
intelligence often emerged as a factor common to various kinds of problem
solving (Carroll, 1993; Spearman, 1904/1961).
In Frames of Mind, Gardner argued that using these instruments and
methods does not adequately capture human problem-solving capabilities.
Instead of defining intelligence in terms of performances on mental tests,
Gardner (1983/1993) defines an intelligence as the ability to solve problems
or fashion products that are valued in at least one culture. Gardner identified eight criteria to determine whether or not a capacity qualifies as an
intelligence. For example, he looked at the potential isolation of an ability
by brain damage; distinctive and recognizable developmental paths; the
existence of special populations like savants and prodigies who exhibit
unusually jagged intellectual profiles; and an identifiable set of core operations (see Figure 2.1).
Based on his survey of these types of data, Gardner suggested that all
human beings possess at least seven relatively independent faculties. In
addition to thinking of intelligence as involving linguistic and logicalmathematical abilities, Gardner said that we should consider musical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal abilities
intelligences as well (see Figure 2.2.) All human beings possess all of the
intelligences, but we differ in our relative strengths and weaknesses.
What Is the Relation Between MI Theory and Traditional
Ideas About Intelligence?
Aside from its unorthodox origins, Gardner's theory diverges from some
traditional conceptions in several ways. Gardner, like other past and current theorists (see e.g., Ceci, 1990; Guilford, 1967; Sternberg, 1985, 1988;
Thurstone, 1938), argued for a more pluralistic notion of intelligence.
Rather than fixing intelligence at birth, as -some traditional ideas of intelligence imply (Eysenck & Kamin, 1981; Herrnstein & Murray, 1994;
Jensen, 1969,1980), MI theory suggests that intelligences change and grow
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1. Potential of isolation by brain damage.

2. A distinctive developmental history with a dofinable Set of expert

"end-state" performances.
3. The existence of savants, prodigies, and other exceptional individuals.
4. An identifiable set of core operations or information-processing mechanisms.
5. Support from experimental psychological tasks.
6. Support from psychometric findings.
7. Evolutionary history and evolutionary plausibility.
8. Susceptibility to encoding in a symbol system.
FIG. 2.1:Crlteria for considering the intelligences.

Linguisticintelligenceallows individuals to communicate and make sense
of the world through language. Typical professions include journalists.
novelists, and lawyers.
Log~cal-mathematicalintelligence enables individuals to use and appreprofessions include scientists, accountciate abstract relations. Typical
..
ants, and philosophers.
Musical intelligence allows people to create. communicate, and understand meanings made out of sound. Typical professions include composers, conductors, and singers.
Spatial intelligence makes it possible for people to perceive visual or
spatial information, to transform this information, and to recreate visual
images from memory. Typical professions include architects, sculptors,
and mechanics.
Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence allows individuals to use all or part of the
bodv to create DrOdUCtS or solve Droblems. Twical
.. professions include
athletes, danceis, and actors.
lntrapersonal intelligence helps individuals to distinguish among their
own feelings, to build accurate mental models of themselves, and to draw
on these models to make decisions about their lives. Typical professions
include therapists and certain kinds of artists and religious leaders.
Interpersonal intelligence enables indivlduals to recognize and make
distinctions about others' feelings and intentions. Typical professions
include teachers, politicians, and salespeople.
Naturalisf intelligence allows people lo distinguish among, classity, and
use features of the environment. Typical professions include farmers,
gardeners, and geologists.
'

FIG. 2.2: The multiple intelligences.
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in response to a person's experiences. Like anumber of other scholars (e.g,
Bronfenbrenner, 19x9; Ceci, 1990; Feuerstein, 1980; Perkins, 1995), Gardner viewed the intelligences as educable. They are the result of a constant
interaction among biological and environmental factors.
Moreover, traditional conceotions of intelligence hold that intellieencr
remains the same in all situations (Hcrrnstein & Murray, 1994; Spearman,
1904,1961,1925). That is to say, one's intelligencedoes not change,
- whether
one is solving a math
learning h o a to ski, or finding one's way
around a new city. Modern conceptions point out that the thinking and
learning required outside of school are often situated and contextualized
(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Ceci, 1990; Resnick, 1987, 1991). Mbst
intellectual work does not occur in isolation: When people work in different
kinds of settings, their abilities to problem solve differ (Resnick, Levine, &
Teasley, 1991; Rogoff & Lave, 1984). Apart from traditional test settings,
problem solving is usually tied to certain tasks or goals and oftenaided by
other people and an assortment of tools and resources (Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989; Lave, 1988; Pea, 1990; Perkins, 1993; Salomon, 1993; Vygotsky, 1978).
In keeping with the theories of the thinkers just mentioned, Gardner's
definition of intelligmce is likewise highly contextualized. Further, anintel[igence never exists inisolation from other intelligences: All tasks, and
--products in our s o ~ d ~ m a ~ . m ~ 1 ~ t l o m f i n t e ~ l i ~ e n c e s ~one
ev.e~
/~r more ms.<b@'&glld~or
instance, concert pianists do not draw
solely on musical intelligence to become accomplished in their field. They
also must rely on interpersonal skills to connect to an audience orworkwith
a manager, bodily-kinesthetic skills to develop manual dexterity, and intrapersonal ability to understand and express the meaning and feeling of a
piece of music.
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Recent Developments in MI Theory
The theory of MI is constantly evolving. Recently, Gardner (in press) has
suggested that another faculty should be added to the list-the naturalist
intelligence. (The core ability of the naturalist intelligence is the ability to
recognize and classify the species in one's environment.) Although some
critics claim there is no empiricalevidence to support MI, Gardnerexamined
hundreds of empirical studies in identifying the original seven intelligences
and he continues to review new data as they emerge. Indeed, Gardneradded
the naturalist intelligence to his list based on his examination of newly
published studies. Several recent investigations provide evidence for the
relative independence of interpersonal intelligence (e.g., Astington, 1993;
Damasio, 1994) but refute the independence of musical and spatial intelligences (Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993).
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Even though to our knowledge, there have been no large-scale studies of
schools using MI or the effectiveness of MI-based practices on student
learning, some educators have reported educational benefits for their students (see, e.g., Campbell, 1992; Hecker, 1997; Mann, 1996). Clearly, more
research on the impact of MI on schools needs to be conducted. Several
researchers at Project Zero at Harvard are beginning to undertake such
studies to look systematically at practices associated with effective use of
the theory (Kornhaber & Hatch, 1996). They hope to convert these practices into practical resources and products that can support educators in
their efforts to apply MI.
Some Common Misconceptions about MI Theory
It may be helpful to clear up two common confusions with regard to MI.
The first is the confusion between an intelligence and a domain of knowledge or discipline (Gardner, 1995). In Gardner's scheme, an intelligence is
a biological and psychological potential-a
capacity that resides in each
person. A domain or discipline is the arena or body of knowledge that gives
people the opportunity to use their intelligences in different ways and in
which varying degrees of expertise can be developed (see C~ikszentmihal~i,
1988; Kornhaber & Gardner, 1993). Examples of disciplines or domains in
our culture are mathematics, medicine, and gardening. Carrying out work
in a domain or discipline requires that a person use several different intelligences, as we saw in the example of the concert pianist: Similarly, each
intelligence can be used in a variety of domains-for example, bodily-kinesthetic ability contributes to proficiency in surgery, theater, and athletics.
Another source of confusion is the equation of multiple intelligences
with learning styles. Learning styles refer to the different approaches that
individuals take when trying to make sense of diverse kinds of content (see,
e.g., Dunn & Dunn, 1978, 1992; Gregorc, 1985; McCarthy, 1982; Myers,
1980). Typically, a learning style is thought to cut across all content areas.
So, if a person is a tactile learner, she will learn best when learning new
material-whether history or cooking-by using her hands or sense of
touch. In contrast, the intelligences represent potentials or capacities that
are linked to neurological functions and structures and that respond to
particular content in the world. We cannot assume that because one has
demonstrated a good memory or ability to focus in music that he or she will
behave similarly when presented with linguistic or spatial information.
Moreover, unlike learning styles, intelligences have distinet developmental paths that are tied to the achievement of valued roles in our society. If
we want children to become skilled artists, mathematicians, or solid citizens,
then we need to nurture particularintelligences.Learning styles do not share
this connection to meaningful societal roles. o n e t a n be a tactile or auditory
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learner and still become an accountant or a botanist. However, if one has
not developed strong logical-mathematical or naturalist intelligences, success in those professions will be limited.
IMPLICATIONS O F MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
THEORY FOR INSTRUCTION
MI theory raises many questions for classroom practice. Should teachers try
to nurture all of the intelligences equally or should they focus on identifying
and developing children's strengths? Should schools offer a wider selection
of courses or should they maintain a traditional curriculum and provide
more varied ways of engaging students in the standard subject matter? It is
important to remember that MI is not an end in itself. If a colleague
proclaims, "I have an MI classroom," or "I teacli at an MI school," one's
next question should be, 'What does that mean?" or "What are your
educational goals for your students and school and how does using MI
theory help you get there?"
At first glance, MI appears to be compatible with many other educational
philosophies and approaches, such as educating the "whole child," "projectbased learning," an "interdisciplinary curriculum," "whole language," and
so on. But this leads to the question of whether adopting the theory simply
becomes a new label to describe existing practices and beliefs. AlthoughMI
may sometimes serve this purpose, it also can provide a theoretical foundation and validation for teachers' beliefs and practices, deepening andlor
extending them to new domains (Kornhaber, 1994). The theory can become
a framework for thinking about the students we teach and how to teach
them, helping teachers become more reflective and explicit about the pedagogical choices they make. As with any theory, people may initially use MI
in superficial ways, and some may continue to do so for years. But if
educational goals and criteria for reaching those goals can be articulated,
then MI can become an ally to rigorous learning.
There is never a single, direct route from scientific theory to daily practice
and there are many different ways that MI can be applied in the classroom.
As we noted above, applications vary depending on the educationalgoals and
values for the class and the school (see also Gardner, 1993b).Althoughsome
people may believe it is important for students to be introduced to and
develop competence in all areas, others think certain content (e.g., language
or social skills) deserves more attention than others and spend a lot of time
nurturing students' linguistic or interpersonal intelligences. Some teachers
prefer to teach to children's strengths; others prefer to focus on deficits. Even
though there is no one right way to apply the theory, we believe there are at
least four important implications for classroom instruction.
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Individualizing Students' Education
One implication of MI theory for instruction is that teachers need to get to
know their students well enough to become familiar with each student's
interests, strengths, and weaknesses, and shape their instmctionalpractices
accordingly Of course, Gardner is not alone in suggesting that education
needs to be individualized. Sizer (1984,1982), the founder of the Coahtion
of Essential Schools at Brown University, also wrote about the critical
importance of teachers' knowing their students well. At the elementary
level, Comer (1988) talked about the value of understanding the six developmental pathways (physical, psycho-emotional, social-interactive, cognitive-intellectual, speech and language, and moral) along which all children
progress. The theory of multiple intelligences adds a theory about intelligence and the way the mind works that supports such educational beliefs
and practices.
MI provides a framework for individualizing education by help'mg us to
understand the full ranEe of students' intellectual strengths. Traditional
schooling has focused on developing only math and language as cognitive
abilities. Teachers who use a multiple intelligences framework recognize
other abilities-musical, bodily-kinesthetic-as cognitive, too. But opening
one's eyes to thinking about these other competencies in new ways is not
enough. We must also be prepared to test and support hypotheses about a
student's strengths. Several research and development projects have explored ways to do this in the classroom.
Project Spectrum, a collaboration between Harvard Project Zero and
Tufts University, is an approach to curriculum and assessment in early
childhood that gives teachers tools for identiFying and providing evidence
for children's strengths in different areas (Chen, 1993; Krechevsky, 1998).
Spectrum researchers devised assessments ranging from structured activities to observational checklists in such domains a. movement, music,
science, art, and social understanding to help teachers recognize the various
ways students can use their intelligences. For example, Spectrum divides the
movement domain into athletic and creative movement. Athletic movement
abilities include power, agility, speed, and balance, and creative movement
includes body control, sense of rhythm, expressiveness, and geneation of
movement ideas. This delineation helps teachers make sense of key aspect9
of a domain with which they may not be familiar. Oncea student's strengths
and interests have been reliably identified, they either can be nurtured
further or used to engage students in areas of difficulty.
At the middle school level, students themselves can become recorders of
their own strengths and can work with teachers to individualize their
assignments. In the Practical Intelligence for School (PIFS) Project, a
collaboration between Harvard Project Zero and Yale University, students
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are encouraged to learn about their own intelligence profiles and how to
draw on their interests and strengths in carrying out their schoolwork
(Gardner, Krechevsky, Sternberg, & Okagaki, 1994; Williams et al., 1996).
PIFS is an effort to help students succeed in school in part by helping them
understand the nature of s'chool, why they attend, and how school activities
can be useful in their current and future lives. One of the PIFS curriculum
units introduces students to different notions of intelligence and encourages them to take more responsibility for their own learning. Students
personalize their education by learning about how they learn best, reflecting
on and sharing past experiences that reveal special talents and/or interests,
and engaging in a set of problem-solving tasks and challenges that can be
resolved in a variety of ways. These types of experiences and related
discussion and reflection enable students to take more control of their
education and build on their strengths by tailoring assignments to their own
interests.
Decisions about whether to offer all students a broad education in many
or all of the areas addressed by MI, or whether to tailor students' education
to develop their strengths or remediate their weaknesses, may depend on
the developmental level of the students. Many schools using MI choose to
offer broad exposure early on, with increasing focus and specialization as
students get older. One reason for adopting this approach is the belief that
-iris es eciall important in child~n~~ounger_.Years.to-;lt~oduce
them to-.
~
i
d
~
~
b
&
~
o
and
~
s
meaning-rnakins-t<~ib3dm~e&
i
o
n
.,!,anL"w~th-e x p e r ~ e n c e s ~ h r a r e & ~ i b l e But
. as studentsget-otdmTgoing.
.-into depth m man?iff%EiiFdb,ect
mattehifiot
ossible. Also,
hTprtssurd_college-entrance exams and t l e job mar et deznd
that
students be proficient in certain domains. Therefore schooling appears to
become more focused. However, even with a more circumscribed curriculum, MI theory can be useful in helping students develop competence.
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Teaching Subject Matter in More than One Way

MI leads to teaching subject matter in multiple ways, providing students
Gardner talks about
with differentoints of entry in++to&
experts as individuals who are able to represent and explain thoughts and
concepts in more than one way. T M a y ~ _-teacher
.
a
can explain or teach
. a f a p i x ~ n c e p t the
, --moreJJrelYYthat~~~h~h~wach_er_and~h
.
will understand-~nlqily.Because most teachers do not feel c o m f o ~ l e o ~
kn&iidgeablZ~enbiigIi-~teach by drawing on a variety of intelligences,
applying MI in the classroom often leads to team teaching or bringing in
community experts to share their expertise. In one elementary school with
three kindergartens, each teacher focused on developing her curriculum in

.
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two domains and then the children rotated among the three rooms. Classroom teachers often team up with the school's specialists to share knowledge and information about the children.
In his book, The Unschooled Mind, Gardner (1991) claimed that any
substantive topic can be approached in at least five ways-through the use
of narrative, logical analysis, hands-on experience, artistic exploration, and
philosophical examination (Gardner has since added participato~ylinterpersonal experience). For example, students can learn abour the theory of
evolution by reading about Darwin and his trip on the Beagle (narrative);
examining quantitative relationships in breeding dominant and recessive
traits (logical); breeding fruit flies for certain characteristics (hands-on);
looking for and drawing patterns of similarities and differences in fruit flies'
wings (artistic); addressing fundamentalquestions suchas whether evolution
yields progress in all things (philosophical); or working together on a project
where students assume different roles (interpersonal).
The experiences of two college-level English classes (one for students
with learning disabilities) illustrate how students learn to articulate and craft
arguments in writing using bodily kinesthetic and spatial techniques (Klein
Br Hecker, 1994). In these classrooms, teachers ask students to represent
their arguments by walking across the room, changing directions to reflect
shifts in logic. Students thought out loud as they stepped out their essays,
asking themselves questions about where they wanted to go and how they
could get there. New information was represented by a step forward,
contradictory information by a step back, and additional examples by steps
to the side. Havingstudents step out their narratives seemed to triggerideas,
help word retrieval, and aid in the sequencing of events.
Another set of strategies entails asking students to build models of the
relationships between their ideas using colored pipe cleaners, Legos, or
Tinkertoys. Rather than generating a written outline for an essay, students
created models with differently sized, shaped, or colored pieces that represent different components of the essay like the introduction, main points,
and conclusion. Seeing concretely how different ideas are linked helped the
students develop an overall sense for how the essay comes together. To
bridge the spatial and linguistic domains, the teachers asked the students to
describe and explain what they had built. Klein and Hecker reported that
after several papers, students only had to imagine manipulating blocks or
walking out an essay to write in a clear and organized fashion.
Project-Based Learning
Another natural partner of MI theory is project-based learning. As Katz and
Chard (1989) pointed out, projects draw on a range of abilities, allow for
multiple points of entry, and often reflect mearifngful, complex work over
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time (see also Steinberg, 1997). Projects offer students the opportunity to
solve problems or create products-the definition of intelligence according
to Gardner. In project work, the intelligences function as means, rather than
goals, i.e., they are used in service of completing the work of the project,
not as ends in themselves. Since projects also frequently involve collaborative work, they help students both to develop their own interpersonal
intelligence and to value the intelligences of their peers (see, e.g., Greeley,
1996b).
An example from the earlier grades is a first grade classroom's project to
study the school itself (Kornhaber, 1994). Children investigated the history
of the school and wrote both fiction and nonfictionbooks about the school.
They explored the school's physical structure and created scaled floor plans
out of blocks. They graphed the number of doors and windows in the school
and drew pictures of the pipes they discovered in the basement. Two other
classrooms in the school undertook projects studying the community.
These projects included such activities as transforming the classroom into
a model community complete with churches, banks, and beach pavilions,
visiting a local restaurant and making pasta, conducting surveys of parents'
occupations and graphing and posting the results, and drawing a mural of a
passenger train. Many of these activities continued for 5 months or more.
Arts-Infused Curriculum

As we have seen, MI theory suggests that learning in and through the arts
involves cognitive, problem-solving abilities just like more traditional subject matter. In many schools and classrooms influenced by MI, people turn
to the arts and arts-based activities as a way to implement the theory in
significant learning experiences. Teachers, parents, and students in MIbased classrooms value achievement in the arts as more than just frills.
Because many classroom teachers have not been trained as artists, they
often find it useful to meet or team up with the school's arts specialists or
artists from the community. One second grade arts team used dance and
movement activities to help children understand place value. e asked
children to create movement patterns ts represent the is, los,
%
S an
e&m-repfescntrhe~r solutions p ~ ~ 7 I W i ~ r i h ~ e ~ c evs y 1995) Teachers learned%Hmm&imm&r
ect experience with
the art form and from looking at student work under the guidance of a
trained eye, learning to identify characteristics of unusual ability. The
students got to experience first hand the passion and mastery of expert
practitioners.
Schools often draw on local institutions and resources like museums and
arts groups to provide experiences or apprenticeships that they are unable
to offer themselves. Many schools and districts write grants to host artistic
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residencies or bring in mentors or experts from the community to work
with teachers or students. One middle school teacher asked local experts to
come into her class one hour per week to work with students and to look
at and critique their work on splay about immigrant life in the textile mills
of the 19th century. A parent who was a professional composer helped
students compose original music for the play. A set designer brought in
books about mills and took the students to the library to do historical
research. Because the students' notions of research were based on linguistic
rather than visual information, the students had not previously thought of
set designers as needing to conduct historicalresearch.The teacher also took
the students to visit one of the local mills, where they recorded the sound
of the machines in operation, again extending their ideas about the nature
of research. Through writing music and designing sets, students deepened
their understanding of the immigrant experience in industrial America
(Greeley, 1996a).
Some Misuses of MI Theory
Before turning to the implications of MI theory for assessment, it might be
useful to identify some of the questionable instructional practices that
purportedly follow from MI. Although many of these practices are understandable as initial attempts to apply the theory, ideally, educators trying t o
apply MI will bc able to learn from and deepen their effons over time.
First, MI is not a mandate to teach every topic in seven or eight ways.
Many of the lesson plans and grids that are created to help teachers apply
M I in the classroom contain seven slots or boxes, implying that teachers
need to fill in just as many learning activities for each unit or lesson. Yet,
not all topics and concepts lend themselves to being taught in seven or eight
ways, and trying to force-fit activities into each box often leads to well-intentioned but contrived lessons. Suppose, for example, that one of the
learning objectives in a math unit is f o r students to understand fractions and.
their relationships. Asking students t o sing a song about the operations they
have learned, o r playing classical music in the background during the lesson,
are not particularly meaningful uses of music to support learning math.
However, it may be that learning about different rhythmic structures will
help those students who are more musically inclined, especially if the link
back to the mathematics can be made explicit.
Second, many schools and classrooms that have adopted MI encourage
teachers and scudents to identify and honor students' strengths. However,
d e b ni & _strengths i s > . g ~ & e t t r e n T d
to be c o r & ~ t o
i
what students need to knowand u n d e r s t a d I n el her a socletal or an
aZi&iGcontext, nCuuaringmeaningful achievement in a &m.akor disfi*matters~+&an
nurturing intAgences per se.
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Third, many of us fall into the trap of applying MI by labeling children.
O r we may think that children learning to label activities as involving one
or another intelligence is the same as demonstrating understanding in the
different intelligences. But students need to know that there are different
standards of performance and products in different domains, so they can
learn what is considered quality work. Depending on the learning goals of
a project, standards from a range of disciplines may need to be identified
and used to judge the students' work in various genres.
Finally, infusing domains like the arts into the remlar
curriculum avoid^
..-.
"
the potential artificiality of separatine,
out
MI-based
activities
from
rhp
----classroom. deally, attention to multiple points of entry and authentic
activities in dl erent d~sciplrnesshould occur 51~ugho1~uheschaol,
not.
t-in
jg!ly.,+ew:II
E ~ ~ ~ - - - - i-.r
- )
-., ...
---.~ v ~ - d ~ s w x e q ror, ""flow" room.
Xlihough such a z m p has understandable appeal, if only for easeof
implementation, it runs the risk of making MI sornethina one "does." as
.
opposed to a way of thinking about children, how they leGn. and how hest
- -.
.
to teach them.
~
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IMPLICATIONS OF MI THEORY FOR
CLASSROOM ASSESSMI&
In this section, we considerprinciples for constructing o r ~ h o o s i n ~ m e t h o d s
t o determine what children are learning and how they are progressing with
their school work. We also explore some fundamental tools of assessment
from an MI perspective. Throughout this discussion, we are primarily
concerned with assessments that provide insight into the workings of
children's minds. Although these are assessments, their purpose is instructional-that is, to help teachers consider how best to teach and t o help
students consider how to become effective learners.
Four Principles for Designing Assessments

Because, in M I theory, intelligences are potentials exercised onlv in the
, -- ---context of certain experiences and environments, it is esoeciallv imnorrznt
~ ~ - ---c----~h*t&smom
assessments b e ~ h l y ; w t u < h .
iepa&ng b1ts2f
owledge from the contexts in whic t ev-avemeanmg, orse arating the
k & o m an environment with real problems to ~ & ~ @ i j $ & ~ ~ k
W s - l l n b l r e l v to demonstrate what a % ~ ~ ~ * Z n ~ - ~ r c m f i e u r e ,
The following four p n n c i & Z E E i T i F h n g the child and the assessment
In engaging situations with problems that have meaning within the context
of particular disciplines or domains of work. (The assessment tools that
--.-.
correspond to these ~ r i n c i ~ l are
e s discussed in greater detail later in this
section.)
~

~

~
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1. Assessments have to be contextuulized in order to be intellieence-fair.
Intel,
lect cannot be assessed in the abstract. Assessment should be embedded
in meaningful, on olng real world activities and reflect the ral-lifc
behazrs -and& len es expcr~cncedby actual practitioners in the f i c k
s
s
, 1989a). They shourd also draw on the materials and tools of
the domain, rather than always relying on pencil-and-paper tests. In this
regard, performance tasks are good examples of contextualized assessments.
In classrooms influenced by MI theory, the active and contextualized
nature of assessments are a primary reason why the lines between curriculum and assessment blur (Baron, 1990). Students are often engaged
in authentic work-solving problems and canying out projects that have
- importance not just in the world of school but in the world outside of
school. Further, because MI theory says that important cognitive activity
is going on all the time, informal assessment needs to be takenas seriously
as formal assessment. D o c u m e ~ a & s f - s m ~ observations. quqg,
-tions,ian&oluti ~ x a d L d d p r o b l e m can
s prov~decritieal i n s i b s
i p o students~mindsthauniphtnot em*
more structured assessmts.
2. Assessments should allow fir diverse modes of response or multiple ways to
demonstrate understanding. Porrfolios-aredfqfull of examples o w e
G x e r s e - w a y s ~ s ~ q r e s c their
n t insights and ideas. They
are a good reminder of the direct relationship between curncu~u'm and
assessment (Wolf, 1989). A portfolio of work from a classroom in which
students have been allowed few choices and little flexibility in modes of
expressing their thinking (a collection of worksheets, for example) is
unlikely to meet the demands of this principle.
3. Assessment should help to track the growth over time of children's ability to
use their intelligences. MI theory says that intelligences are educable.
However, growth--especially when teachers try t o recognize it in all its
guises+an be subtle and hard to see on a daily basis. C*tions
of
sxudent work from
-&
-eht
e ear or ev
w e 4
~ p E v j g a w ~ ~ ~ ~ kand
i nexamining
R
this growthJGardner, 1993a;
Wolf, 1989). Implementing this princkie takes great effort and focus if
one is to creatc a meaningful collection of work.
4. Assessment is a firndamentalpan of the learningprocess. Though engaging
in rqflection and self-ussessment,students can come to understand their m n
intelligences and how thq work. Gardner identifies two personal intelligences in his theory-intra- and interpersonal intelligence. A number of
studies atproject Zero have focused on the importance of thinking about
one's thinking and how one goes about ends work (see, e.g., Seidel et al.,
1997; W~nner,1991).Thcre arc many ways to engage students inlooking
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at their own work and reflecting on its quality and value as well as what
was learned in creating the work. This principle asserts the active role of
students in assessment processes.
Tools of Assessment
In this section, the approaches to assessment noted in the principles-bservation and documentation, performance tasks, portfolios, and student
reflection and self-assessment-are described in greater detail. These are
only a sample of the tools educators influenced by MI theory have experimented with in recent years, though they are by no means products of the
theory. While these techniques have enjoyed considerable development in
recent years, they certainly predate Gardner's statement of the theory in
Frames of Mtnd.
Observation. Perhaps.fk most powerful assessment t o o w
observation of children at w o r k p h y . Observing children closely is a
decept~vebcomplex pi&sft%Ki%
Stern, 1974). What to look for is
not always obvious nor is how to make sense of what has been seen. Keeping
in mind Gardner's definition of intelligence, simply watehing children as
they encounter problems or try to make things can be instructive.
In classrooms in which students are controlled and passive with only very
limited and prescribed assignments, such as worksheets, there is, admittedly,
,.
not much t o watch. However, in classrooms in which students are riven
or pro~ectsto carryryout,
m a n l Y ~ o m s such
,
like solving an
algebraic equation or anticipating the result of mixing particular chemicals.
Others are the spontaneous result of coincidences or social dynamics. O n e
child, in her spirjted dance improvisation, aeeidentally slaps 6er unsuspecting dance partner in the face, causing a total disruption to the work. What
starts as an accident becomes an occasion for hurt feelings and embarrassment. H o w d o the~echildrenworkthrou~h
this moment? Can they recover,
restore dignity and order, and return to work? Careful observation can
provide quite a bit of information about the ways these students use their
intelligences.
Just as students constantly face problems, large and small, physical and
psychological, abstract and concrete, they are displaying their intelligences
at work in subtle and explicit ways. Keeping in mind the diversity of
approaches t o problem solving and making products that MI theory suggests will help sensitize teachers t o intelligent behaviors that might other-
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wise go unnoticed. (It may also remind teachers of options they cansuggest
to children when they are especially frustrated.)
Here are a few things to look for:

-

Notice children's choices when giien options
Watch the roles they take when working together to complete a task.
Observe how they handle unanticipated problems. Look for differences
in their approaches to this problem solving.
Note what captures one child's attention and passes another by. Observe
when children lose or gain interest in a task.
Try to name the particular problem-solving strategies each child offers.
'List the different ways in which children communicate ideas, understandings, thoughts, and feelings to others. Look for patterns from each
child.
Pay attention to physical actions as well as to what a child says.

Docummtation. Most teachers have too many students to remember
very many of the details of a child's life in the classroom.
notes 05
,=dents--can be especially he1 f 1 t
as they seek to find patterns
w a e e p anecdotal
in the-wam-Teachers
..
records focus these notes in
+
many d d erent'
ways . Some concentrate o n
frustration points for children in order to heighten their attention to
moments when children's intelligences are challenged. Others focus on.
moments of delight and satisfaction with the idea that a child's particular
intelligences will be most fully engaged. In either case, these descriptive
notes help teachers use a child's emotional responses to indicate aspects of
a child's strengths and needs.
In addition, some teachers keep notes of children's conversations as they
listen for questions and ideas that arise spontaneously. O n e first grade
teacher trained herself to listen for certainphrases, such as "What if ... "
and W h y don't we.... " She identified these and other phrases as announcements that a child was imagining the world as other than it appeared
to be. She heard these comments as the beginning of creative solutions to
problems encountered or alternative explanations for phenomena observed.
Again, she was listening for minds at work-minds imagining possibilities
not yet suggested.
~

Pelformancc Tasks. Observation and documentation are essentially informal forms of assessment. Performance tasks are like the part of the
driver's test that is conducted in the car. O n e is @en a task to perform and
is assessed on one's performance. Performance tasks are appropriate tools
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for things that can be assessed only in action (see, e.g., Baron, 1990;
Frederiksen & Collins, 1989; Wiggins, 1989b). In the early grades, teachers
ask students to read a text aloud. Children may grasp the narrative of a story
or make ~onclusionsabout the characters simply from the illustrations.
Without asking students to perform the text, the teacher may have little
information about how well they read and what they understand. Most
performances in the arts or athletics are fine examples of authenticperformance assessments, from appearing in a dance concert to testing one's
strength, skills, and focus in a wrestling match. I n both cases, various
intelligences are required.Inexcellent dance and wrestling, adelicate balance
of intelligences is at work.
Considerable work has been done in math and the sciences to construct
significant and authentic performance tasks. Generally, these tasks have
carefully designed constraints, such as specific problems to solve, materials
to use, and a limited timetable. The New Standards Project developed a
frequently cited math task that gives students a database with information
about tropical fish-theircosts, rhcirsizes, which fish can coexist with other
fish, and so on. Students are instructed that they have a certain amount of
money to spend o n the fish. What would they purchase and why? There is
n o single "correct" answer. In fact, there are countless solutions. The test
here is about children's capacities to weigh different factors, consider
alternatives, calculate accurately, and demonstrate reasoning (Resnick, Briars, & Lesgold, 1992). Thls task, like authentic work in any domain, requlres
far more than a single intelligence. Certainly, children's logical-mathematical intelligences are tested by this task. But their ability to write a clear
statement of process and reasoning is also required.

4

Porrfolios of Student Work. W e d e n t s are given assi -that
allow for diverse modes of response o r t i p e wa s to d e m o n s m e
hderstand~ng,h-t
u c e ~ ~ m _ p landstriking
ex
work. Too often,
however, our schools have devalued such products by encouraging a system
in which student work is handed in or presented, graded by the teacher,
handed back, and never looked at again. Portfolios of student work provide
an opportunity for saving such work and returning to it at various points
for assessment and reevaluation.
In work o n Arts Propel, a project on assessment in music, visual arts, and
imaginative writing, researchers repeatedly found that students revisiting
their work some months after its completion had come to substantially
different perspectives on its quality and significance (Waiters, Seidel, &
Gardner, 1994). Sometimes they saw qualities that impressed them and had
been hidden before. More often they found the work to be far less accomplished than they previously thought, an indication that in the ensuing

-
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months they had actually raised their standards of quality in that domain.
Through careful comparison of pieces across a body of work created in a
term of a year or more ('n schools where portfolios ale kept across years),
Tponfolios can provide
_
,._
.i..-.
v i h ev~denceofsrowth and developmen?
Collecting and examlnlng bodies of wo&%GI~breveaiothir aspects of
a student's mind at work. Particular interests and themes often emerge when
a portfolio is read carefully One student in an Arts Propel classroom who
had been considered-and dismissed as-a class clown by his high school
language arts teacher, emerged as a writer with a serious interest in comedy.
His papers revealed consistent attempts to bring humor to his writing,
especially his dramatic writing. Without looking across these pieces, his
teacher simply thought this student was never getting serious about his
writing (Walters et al., 1994). The portfolio made it possible for the teacher
io see the student's deeper pursuit.

understand the

-

.
do they communicate their thoughts and perceptions most effectively?
What seems to be problematic, and have they made progress in addressing
those problems?
o t h e r portfolio reviews look at a student's level of accomplishment. In
Arts Propel, rubrics were developed to look at a range of dimensions within
the disciplines of visual arts, music, and imaginative writing. Some of those
dimensions include craftsmanship; invention; expressionlpoint of view;
capacity to make discriminations in works from a wide variety of genres;
cultures, and historical periods; and ability to learn from other works of a r t
within the domain (Winner, 1991).
Student RqfZection dnd SelfAssessrnent. The theory of multiple intelligences reminds us that-thinking about oneself is one of the realms of
intelligence. Traditionally, assessment and evaluation have been the domain
of the teacher. Students hand in their work; teachers judge it. Certainly
teachers do and must make judgments of student work. But this scenario
misses a world of insight and instruction as both students and teachers can
learn important lessons from engaging students deeply and regularly in
reflecting on and assessing their own work.
Teachers have many ways in which they engage students in reflection on
their work. Reflection can be written or verbal and can occur at the middle
or end of a project, or even months afterdts completion. It can be a
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conversation or a 'monologue. Often teachers provide guiding questions
that range from very open ('What have you learned from this project?") to
quite specific ("Describe some of the mistakes you feel you made in doing
your project. Show evidence in your drafts.").
In the Project Zero/Massachusetts Schools Network (PZ/MSN), a collaborative project of the Massachusetts Department of Education, 11Massachusetts elementary and middle schools, and Project Zero, the goal of
reflection activities is to encourage students and teachers to look back, take
stock of where they are, and think ahead, identifying goals and plans for
next steps. In the process of taking stock, teachers and students lookat both
internal and external standards. Looking inward, students think about what
they are attempting to accomplish in their work and assess how they did in
relation to those goals. Looking outward, students measure their own
standards against those of the school and experts in the field. Through this
process, they reconsider their standards and goals and prepare for their next
project (Blythe & Seidel, 1996).
Qnce students a r e m e d in refl~ctionand self-assessment. it becomes
i r They come to their
much easier to have c o n ~ a t i o n s a b n ~ h ework.
\wnoplnlons a b 0 u x r w o r k a n d l e a r n how to share them.These thoughts
are an invaluable resource for teachers who want insight into how their
students approach and think about their work. A meeting gound is created
for teachers and students on which both consider ways to move forward in
the process of teaching and learning.
IMPLICATIONS O F MI THEORY FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
For many teachers, the curricular and assessment practices discussed in this
chapter might be quite familiar, whereas for others they may represent a
radical shift from their current practice. In either case, a thoughtful appraisal
of the relation between a theory of intelligence and a set of classroom
practices is an important exercise. The intellectual demands of teaching are
considerable. Seeking clear and substantive connections between theory,
research, and practice is a particularly challenging and core problem of
professional development.
A multiple intelligences perspective has further implications for professional training and development. Each of the curricular practices discussed
in this paper is complex and teachers, new or midcareer, have many questions about how to individualize instruction, design projects, approach
subject matter in multiple ways, or infuse the arts into work in other
disciplines. Such practices are easy to name and hard to make effective in
the classroom. Teachers need models, materials, coaching, and support to
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develop the many skills, sensitivities, and sophistication that make these
approaches work as well as clarity about their theoretical foundations.
The assessment tools discussed here are also complex practices that take
time to develop into smooth and effective components of the classroom.
As with virtually any changes in the conduct of assessment, the implementation of these tools-portfolios, performance tasks, student self-assessment-is likely to create some controversy. Many values and assumptions
about how schools should work are embedded in the way assessment is
carried out. In implementing these new approaches, roles shift, standards
evolve, and what counts as evidence of learning and accomplishment
changes. This is likely to create some confusion and anxiery for teachers,
parents, and students. The rules of school can appear to be changing and,
along with notions of intelligence, they are.
Any of these changes suggests a need to rethink aspects of professional
training and development. In addition to opportunities to explore theories
of intelligence and learning and links among those theories and the classroom, teachers need ways to become comfortable with new curricular,
instructional, and assessment practices. Other needs arise as well. These
include:
sustained work on honing discipline-specific observation skills.
opportunities to examine both children's and adults' work in different
domains.
the chance to workwith experts or practitioners in different fields.
Good professional development can have many of the forms and settings
traditionally associated with pre- and in-service programs, such as college
courses, student teaching, tralnlng workshops, and summer institutes.
Other learning situations also hold great promise. In the PZ/MSN, extensive professional development takes place within the school setting during
the school day (Seidel, Veenema, Blythe, & Almeida, 1998).
In these schools, teachers meet in small groups during the school day,
sometimes within and sometimes across grade levels to examine student
work, discuss the success and challenges of new classroom practices, and
reflect on the relationship of theory, research, and practice. These sessions
are led by facilitators from outside the school (a district "coach" or a staff
person from Project Zero o r the Department of Education) o r a member of
the school faculty or admlnistration. In most PZIMSN schools, these
sessions occur at least once a month and all faculty and many administrators
participate. In this contcxt, professional development becomes a part of
teachers' work and not something done outside the school building on one's
"own" time.
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In addition, teachers in this network are encouraged to visit other
network schools to talk with other teachers and to see how these practices
look in different school settings. There are also network meetings three or
four times a year. A regular focus of these meetings is the sharing of
materials, ideas, experiences, and findings from classrooms and schools
across the state as well as updates on relevant developments in theory and
research.
CONCLUDING NOTE

-

The theoryof multiple intelligences s u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , m a y ~ e E m o r
t o s L ~ 6 ~ ~ e ~ e % i e l ~ < rha:h:how_much>=
~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ e ~ .
they h ~ r Z i f i l y .,I. n ; ^ o i ; - m s , the proanosls
for every child havina- a
Huccessful learnine exverience is ercatlv, enhanced when the dominant
paradigm is one in which all children are seen as having substantial ways of
making sense of the world-including the worlds of academic disciplines-although thoseways may notbe immediately obvious to the teacher
or the child. In part, the work of teaching, learning, and assessing is coming
to understand such ways of knowing.
We have identified a numberof approaches to curriculum and assessment,
none of them entirely new, that reflect a perspective on intelligence that is
consistent with the theory of multiple intelligences. Although their use is
still far from widespread, most of these approaches have received considerable attenuon during the last decade of school reform. Some, like portfolios
and project-based learning, have long histories of use in schools, especially
in arts education.Yet these practices remain largely marginal in most schools
in part because they reflect a view of intelligence that is still marginal. The
paradigm of intelligence as a fixed, measurable quantity with limited forms
of legitimate expression i~ convenient for certain models (e.g., transmission
of knowledge through lecture) and functions (e.g., tracking and sorting by
social class) of schooling. But it does not reflect what observation and
empirical research indicate about the complexity of the human mind and
the process of learning.
Those with alternative perspectives must take seriously the difficulty of
implementing new practices in the classroom. In many schools, little time
is devoted to explicit thinking through ol how practice reflects theories and
beliefs and how theory might inform practice. Whatever the practice--old,
new, borrowed, or experimental-it is the responsibility of all practitioners
and institutions to consider the beliefs and theories that justify what goes
on in the classroom. Time must be allocated for the adults in a school to
have reflective conversations, engage in such study, and share this thinking

-
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w i t h parents a n d t h e c o m m u n i t y p h e o r i s t s , of course, also have a responsibility t o consider practical implications of their perspectives.)
Short of this kind of restmcturing of t h e school schedule a n d redefining
of a school's culture, individual teachers can pursue these links between
t h e o r y and practice i n the classroom. Simply looking carefully a t one's o w n
o r t h e classrooms d o w n t h e hall a n d asking h o w students are encouraged to
think, solve problems, and express themselves is a good start. Some questions that are helpful t o ask of curriculum, instmction, and assessment are
t h e following:
Are students given the opportunity t o make choices that reveal their
intellectual proclivities and ways of thinking?
Arc thcrc opportunities for assignments and projects that aUow students
t o pace themselves and make decisions that suit their individual profiles?
Do the approaches t o assessment help both teacher and student to learn
about and recognize the full spectrum of the student's intellectual
strengths or weaknesses? D o these assessments help teachers teach and
learn more effectively in subsequent classes?
What options and resources are available in the classroom s o students can
exercise a variety of intelligences?
What are the teachers' own strengths as learners? Are provisions made
for understanding and supporting students whose strengths differ from
theirs?
Intelligence is only one aspect of theory and beliefs about teaching and
learning that needs t o be examined. But it is a crucial aspeet and one that
is, arguably, at the heart of the educational enterprise. From the f i s t day
minds to class. The
o-e
for those m m s
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